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Der Rezensent betrachtet das Buch von Chandler und Magnus als ein 
ausgesprochen wichtiges und mathematisch gehaltvolles Werk zur Geschichte der 
Algebra im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert. Es ist eigenstandig und zuverlbsig im mathe- 
matischen und biographischen Detail. Seinen besonderen Reiz erh%lt das Buch 
durch die hohe Kompetenz und die zahlreichen biographischen Notizen der 
Autoren, durch seine “Werkstatt-Atmosphare”. Dal3 die kombinatorische 
Gruppentheorie such heute weiterhin in befruchtender Weise mit zahlreichen 
mathematischen Disziplinen, insbesondere mit der Geometrie im weitesten 
Sinne zusammenhangt, zeigen die herausragenden Beitrage [Gromov 19841 
und [Ol’SanskiI 19841 auf dem letzten Internationalen Mathematiker-Kongrel 
1983. 
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Modem mathematical logic can be viewed as a confluence of two approaches, 
the sources of which are the work of George Boole and, independently and a little 
later, that of Gottlob Frege. Although subsequent developments have brought 
about a thorough commingling and unification, one can still single out aspects or 
tendencies which are associated with each of the two sources. 
In the case of Frege a symbolic form of logic was essential for his investigation 
of the foundations of mathematics; naturally related to this interest were develop- 
ments in set theory, probability, decidability, and computability. By contrast, 
Boole’s approach was marked by a strong attachment to the forms of ordinary 
algebra. Associated with this is, of course, Boolean algebra and its now popular 
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application to combinational switching circuits. Abstract algebra and axiomatic 
studies owe much to Boole’s modifying algebra with a new axiom (x2 = x). In 
model theory, which studies the relationship between formal theories and their 
interpretations, an essential notion is that of a domain of individuals, a notion 
going back to the “universe of discourse” idea which Boole took from De Mor- 
gan. Although Boole used the fixed symbol 1 (i.e., a constant) to designate 
the universe, it was allowed to have different (class) interpretations. How- 
ever, in contrast to Frege’s accomplishments and contrary to what he himself 
thought, Boole’s actual contributions to logic were limited, amounting to term 
(monadic predicate) and propositional logic. Not until C. S. Peirce extended 
Boole’s “algebra of logic” by including relations and quantifiers did it equal 
Frege’s logic in power and generality. Nevertheless, being the first to apply alge- 
braic techniques to logic successfully (Leibniz’s near-success was effectively un- 
known), Boole ought to rank high on the list of those creating ideas of generative 
power. 
MacHale’s book is our first full-length biography of this important 19th-century 
mathematician. Although written for the general reader, it is a substantial work; 
the relatively small amount of published material about Boole’s life is here in- 
creased by at least an order of magnitude. We tell the story in capsule form. 
Recognized as a gifted child, Boole nevertheless had no formal secondary or 
university education. His teaching career began at the age of sixteen as assistant 
in a private school, at which time he started the serious study of mathematics by 
reading the masters. At twenty-eight he was awarded a gold medal by the Royal 
Society of London for his paper on “general analysis” (general operator calculus) 
which appea: ;d in the Philosophical Transactions. Five years later he left school 
teaching to become Professor of Mathematics at the newly opened Queen’s Col- 
lege, Cork. He was a correspondent and friend of De Morgan, Cayley, and Wil- 
liam Thomson (Lord Kelvin). Married late in life to Mary Everest, niece of the 
Vice President and Professor of Greek at Queen’s, and also niece of George 
Everest of Mount Everest fame, Boole fathered five daughters, the eldest of 
whom was eight when he died at the age of forty-nine. 
MacHale tells the story in rich detail. The series in which the book appears has 
the title “Profiles in Genius.” Rather than a profile, I would say we have here a 
portrait in full color. The last chapter is on Boole’s family. His wife survived him 
by more than fifty years, and all his daughters were remarkable. Ending the book 
with the life story of the youngest, Ethel Lilian Voynich, makes for quite a 
contrast with Boole’s life. 
Three of the seventeen chapters deal with mathematics and logic, and require 
the following technical comments. 
(1) On pp. 44-45 we read: “Leibniz . . . used the symbol dx/dt, or more 
properly, d/df(x), which indicated that he conceived of differentiation as a process 
or result of an operator applied to the variable x.” The conclusion is not justified 
by this argument since Leibniz never used the differential operator (it should be 
called the “derivative operator”) notation “dldt.” The matter is relevant since 
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Boole’s early mathematical fame stems from his use and generalization of differ- 
ential operators. 
(2) On p. 55: “The expression h2 - ab is called the discriminant of the equation 
ax2 + 2hxy + by2 = 0 and it arises when we solve this equation using the quadratic 
formula. In fact h2 - ab = 0 is a necessary and sufficient condition for the two 
solutions of this equation to be equal.” The first sentence needs to be corrected by 
the insertion of “with y (or X) set equal to 1” after “this equation.” 
(3) On p. 60: “Like Aristotle and Leibniz before them, both men [De Morgan 
and Boole] felt that it should be possible to express the fundamental laws of logic 
in mathematical form and they differed mainly in their notation.” I find it hard to 
justify the inclusion of Aristotle as one who wanted to express the laws of logic in 
mathematical form. Alonzo Church’s bibliography of symbolic logic (Journal of 
Symbolic Logic 1 (1936), 121-218) has Leibniz as its first entry. In fact, we later 
find MacHale’s more tempered statement (p. 68): “Throughout the history of 
thought, from Aristotle to Leibniz, it had been the dream of philosophers and 
logicians to make of logic a precise science.” That De Morgan’s and Boole’s work 
in logic “differed mainly in notation” would have been rejected even by De 
Morgan, who, in a letter to W. R. Hamilton (quoted by MacHale on p. 129), said: 
“I shall be very glad to see his [Boole’s] work out for he has, I think, got hold of 
the true connexion of algebra and logic. . . .” 
(4) On pp. 69-70, imagining how Boole may have been led to his Mathematical 
Analysis ofLogic of 1847 by combining the approaches of William Hamilton (the 
Edinburgh logician) and De Morgan, MacHale says: “Why not, thought Boole, 
synthesise the two approaches by representing each class of objects by a single 
symbol and allow relations of classes to be expressed by algebraic equations 
between the symbols? This devastatingly simple but ingenious notion intrigued 
and excited him and he set to work at once on a book [The Mathematical Analysis 
oflogic] expounding a new mathematical theory of logic.” Leaving aside what I 
would consider to be a fanciful account of the origins of Boole’s early book on 
logic, there is the misattribution to the Boole of 1847 of the assigning of algebraic 
symbols (e.g., x, y, z, . . .) to classes. This is what Boole did in his Laws of 
Thought of 1854. The difference is important for the understanding of the develop- 
ment of Boole’s ideas. In 1847 the x, y, z, . . . stood for operators, i.e., “elective 
symbols”; e.g., x selects all the Xs from the universe. By omitting this early stage 
or conflating it with Boole’s later direct association of classes with the symbols, 
MacHale overlooks the importance that “separation of symbols” and operator 
calculus had in Boole’s originating a mathematical logic, 
(5) On p. 70: “. . . when the first draft [of Muthemuticul Analysis of Logic] 
was written, he sent it to Charles Graves, Professor of Mathematics at Trinity 
College, Dublin. Graves was most enthusiastic and even suggested some addi- 
tions. Some of these were ingenious but unfortunately, he also made the surges- 
tion that the equation x = uy [instead of x(1 - y) = 0] should express the proposi- 
tion ‘All Xs are Ys’ and this proved to be one of the main drawbacks of Boole’s 
system.” 
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It is true that the use of his “u” was one of the main drawbacks of Boole’s 
system, but to saddle Graves with the responsibility for it does the latter an 
injustice as Boole was already using it (see next comment). Since Boole could 
prove the equivalence of x = uy and x( 1 - y) = 0, it would seem that the fact that x 
= vy is affirmative in form and thus resembles “All Xs are Ys” led to its adoption 
as the primary form. 
(6) We read further (p. 71): “For example, if he had been prepared to write 
‘some X are not Y’ as x(1 - y) # 0, rather than using the non-elective IJ in the 
equation x(1 - y) = u, he would have saved himself a great deal of trouble.” The 
very fact that x( 1 - y) = u equates the elective combination x(1 - y) with u 
indicates that u is also considered an elective symbol. In Mathematical Analysis 
ofLogic (p. 21), Boole stated: “Let those terms [common to X and yl constitute a 
separate class V, to which there shall correspond a separate elective symbol u, 
. . . . ” To be sure Boole sometimes forgot and wrote “u” where he intended 
“V” but, as the quotation indicates, he definitely distinguished between the elec- 
tive u and the nonelective V. 
(7) On p. 132, in connection with a discussion of Boole’s notion of develop- 
ment, as inf(x) = f(l)x + f(O)( 1 - x), MacHale says: “He also gave rules for the 
development of expressions such as f(x, y) and f(x, y, z), which forced him to 
introduce the symbols O/O and I/O.” The occurrence of more than one variable is 
irrelevant; even for the case of anf(x) of one variable, e.g., x/x or x/(1 - x), one 
encounters O/O or l/O in a development. 
(8) On p. 134: “Boole’s seminal work in logic was extended, improved and 
corrected by a host of subsequent authors including Venn, Peirce, Schroder, 
Peano, Frege, Russell and Whitehead.” As the opening paragraphs of this review 
indicate, one should not consider Frege an extender, improver, or corrector of 
Boole’s work in logic but rather an independent creator of a much more general 
form of mathematical logic. 
Although the preceding critical remarks occupy a major portion of our review, 
they should not on that account be taken as a measure of our overall appraisal of 
the book. I believe it to be an eminently readable contribution to the genre of 
mathematical biography, one which will be very useful to the historian interested 
in the life and times of George Boole. 
